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Residents and staff of St. Leonard’s Society of
Peterborough’s Edmison House have been getting
into the spirit of the season. On November 22, they
decorated ornaments with Edmison House Office
Manager, Ashley Boss.
Above & Right: freshly decorated ornaments.
Prior to this, on October 30, a few residents and staff
got into the Halloween Spirit by participating in the
1st Annual Pumpkin Carving Contest. A handful of
residents had never carved pumpkins until that day!
Below (L-R): a pumpkin cake , the carved pumpkins,
pumpkins displayed outside Edmison House.
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Move beyond bars. Create second chances.

Society News

Millhaven Lifers Liaison Group
By Anita Desai
with supporting notes from Susan Haines
I had the privilege of being asked to join the Millhaven
Lifers Liaison Group—a few volunteers from the
Ottawa region who travel monthly to Millhaven
to provide support, conversation, and hope to the
institutions’ lifers group—on a mid-October evening,
alongside expert peer mentor Rick Sauvé.
Earlier that same day, Rick addressed the general
population at Millhaven, and delivered some important
messages that I’m sure inspired hope and insight for
many who attended. Some of his powerful messages
to them included:
• Focusing on what you CAN do, not what you can’t.
• Invite the outside, in. Write to administration of
CSC, Parole Board of Canada, MPs, Senators,
individuals and organizations, Community
Advisory Committees, anyone. Keep asking, and
be relentless, in order to support the exchange
of new ideas and ways to move forward.
• Rick was released while consistently maintaining
his innocence. Don’t let your innocence get in
the way of achieving parole.
• You are the expert of your own time and your
rehabilitation.
• It’s not as hard to have a good life after prison as
some may think—if you commit to it.
• Don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t do something.
Lifers and parolees are successful! They own
businesses, homes, travel the world, have families
and caring partners, and many of them have found
ways to give back. We just don’t hear enough about
those who don’t come back to the institutions.
• Think about life after prison—don’t wait until
reaching Minimum. It provides hope to think of
the future. Think about who you want to be, what
you want to do, and start working towards it.
• Start making connections with community
organizations for Escorted/Unescorted
Temporary Absences (ETAs/UTAs), and
Community-based Residential Facilities, long
before minimum or release.
• Remember that there are so many people on the
outside who care, and are advocates for prisoners—
but they need to hear from people on the inside.

In the evening, I joined the volunteers and Rick with
the Lifers group in a small, quiet room—about 10 of
us in total. We gathered to shake hands, sip coffee, and
listen to each other. What was particularly powerful
for me was to finally have the opportunity to see Rick
Sauvé ‘in action’. On the ‘outside’, I trust Rick, know
his expertise, and value his judgement about the state
of the prisons he visits. We’ve shared nerve-wracking
presentations in front of Standing Senate Committees,
and celebrated his contributions to Human Rights in
Canada’s prisons. What I’ve never had the opportunity
to witness was the instant connection of the peer to
peer interaction, and the value of the information and
lived experience he brings to each conversation he held
with the men we spoke to.
My goal of visiting the group was to listen, and
hear as much perspective from those who were able
to participate as the time would allow for. SLSC
has received funding from Public Safety Canada
to complete a project that will inform our Federal
government partners on a national strategy for lifers.
I wanted to know from the people inside what they
thought would help to create a sound strategy. Their
message was clear, concise, and reasonable:
1. Accessible, relevant programming tailored
to people with life sentences to ensure it is
meaningful and appropriate for their needs;
many felt they were overlooked for programs
so that ‘short-termers’ could complete them.
2. Peer support right at intake for lifers/long-termers,
that could serve as a resource from the community
to let them better understand the scope of their
sentence beyond the legal system. Peers would
also support getting them into ‘the right mindset’.
3. Opportunities to contribute to their case
management teams with more regular contact
with Institutional Parole Officers, enabling them
to develop a relationship that could be built
on and generate opportunities to demonstrate
progress. There was a suggestion to re-establish a
case conference between a peer support worker,
IPO, and correctional staff.
4. Support for navigating their sentence—
literacy skills (including digital literacy),
understanding the law with access to the library,
and services available in Official Languages.
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5. A voice—a mechanism that is neutral, and which
House of Hope:
allows them to voice concerns without fear of
McLeod Community
repercussion; advocacy with authority, and an
impartial audience to hear their frustrations and
Residential Facility—A
concerns could help them feel like they had a voice.
Reflection on Need
It felt like a true privilege to watch Rick interact with
by Tracey Cortes

the men at the meeting, and it absolutely reinforced the
importance of peer-led support in Canada’s institutions.
Maybe it was the rare opportunity to have access to so
much lived experience in a single evening; but, I reflected
carefully on the messages from these individuals who
patiently and thoughtfully delivered their feedback. I
am now considering how best to frame their input into
the work undertaken by SLSC, particularly to promote
a humane and informed justice policy and responsible
leadership. I would like to thank the men who met with
me that evening for being open, honest, respectful, and
considerate towards providing input on ‘the bigger picture’.
Their experience, and their voices, matter.
In the face of the first publicly available mandate letter
to a CSC Commissioner, it strikes me that in order to
achieve the objectives of that mandate, that finding a
ways to increase hope for life and long term sentenced
people may just be the right place to start.
Anita Desai is Executive Director of SLSC

The new McLeod residence

Susan Haines is Executive Director of National
Associations Active in Criminal Justice

McLeod residence is a Community Residential
Facility (CRF) administered by the House of
Hope—La Maison de l’Espérance (House of Hope),
a non-profit agency contracted by Correctional
Service Canada (CSC) to provide residential and
community based programs and services to federal
male offenders on conditional release. For more than
four decades, the House of Hope has had great success
in transitioning clients on parole from the institution
to the community but have recently witnessed a
marked change in the profile of our clients. The clients
served by the organization presented with an increase
in mental health concerns from a rate of 36.54% in
2013 to a high of 84.4% in 2017. It should be noted
that those recorded have documented mental health
issues on file with CSC but there are those within our
care that do not have a diagnosis and who self report
mental health concern that also require considerable
supports. Besides the increase in the overall mental
health profile, we also witnessed the impact of
those with concurrent disorder on their elevated
need ratings (employment, attitudes, associates and
community functioning) and subsequent success
while on conditional release.
Given these indicators, the House of Hope engaged
in staff training as early as 2013 that corresponded
with correlated need areas and evidence based
practices while expanding upon protocols and policies
that address security and risk management more
inclusively thereby allowing for the consideration
of non-criminogenic health and social integration
determinants. The type of supervision crucial for our
changing client group, therefore, required a holistic
approach to community integration as opposed
to monitoring parole conditions through a lens of
criminogenic risk management alone. It was also
acutely apparent given our evidence that not providing
a more inclusive service would yield an unintentional
probability of diminishing the reintegration potential
of a vulnerable, correctional population that was
continually growing in need and therefore potential
risk. It was also evident that the integration of client
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need, while not new to the House of Hope, had to
evolve conceptually to address a multi-faceted need.
As an organization, the House of Hope was born
from the recognition of the unique needs of the
offender population supervised within the community,
the articulation of hope and the change potential of
lived experience—our McLeod program continues
in the same vein. As such, it is a residential program
for 10 clients who have a higher dynamic need profile
and a mental health issue such as anxiety, depression,
concurrent disorder, brain injured, or developmentally
disabled. The smaller client residence, which is located
in healthy and well-resourced area of Ottawa well
experienced by the organization, allows for more
intensive supervision and wellness care as reflected
in its accompanying programs.

The McLeod residence officially opened its doors
to our clients on May 7, 2018 after some unfortunate
delays and a massive amount of planning, consultation,
advocacy, renovating, human resourcing and overall
project management. The success of the McLeod
project was due to years of planning for operational
readiness including staff development in key client
needs areas, adherence to evidence based practices,
the introduction of innovative programming and
proficient record keeping on client profiles and their
subsequent challenges to reintegration.
A big thank-you to all who were involved in
supporting this humane and comprehensive approach
to community based corrections—with your support
we have evolved over the past 44 years. Finally, we would
like to thank our clients who have had the courage,
trust and commitment to change despite the numerous
obstacles they face—both real and perceived.
Tracey Cortes is
Executive Director
of House of Hope

The new Mcleod
Residence Interiors.
Above left: kitchen
Above right: dining
room.
Left: living room.
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ICPA Annual Conference

Anita Desai, ED, SLSC, and Michel Gagnon, ED, Maison
Cross Roads co-presented “Beyond Custody: Addressing
Age-Related Needs for Succesful Community Integration”
on October 25th at the 2018 Internal Corrections
and Prisons Association (ICPA) annual conference
in Montreal. The presentation explored overlapping
challenges and best practices for community corrections
services for people at both ends of the age spectrum: youth
and older persons.
Clockwise from top left:
Anita Desai, ED, SLSC presenting at the 2018 ICPA
conference
Michel Gagnon, ED, Maison Cross Roads presenting
Ivan Zinger, Correctional Investigator of Canada
moderating “Prison Oversight and Human Rights”

For access to Anita and Michel’s presentation visit the ICPA website at
https://icpa.ca/library/pid019-anita-desai-michel-gagnon/
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Community Corrections Myth Busters
by Becca Bouchey

Myth #1: All individuals in conflict with
the law are violent risks to society
FACT: Most Canadians never come in conflict with
the law to the point of incarceration. In 2015-2016
there were an average of 40,147 adults in provincial and
federal institutions, representing only 0.13 percent of the
country’s adult population (StatsCan, 2017). For this
reason, much of the information citizens receive about
correctional facilities comes from media productions like
television, movies, and novels. Non-fiction media tends to
focus on extreme/outlier cases that inevitably strengthen
the myth that those in conflict with the law are violent or
dangerous predators. According to the Corrections and
Conditional Release Statistical Overview 2017, of the
14,159 Canadians under Correctional Services Canada’s
responsibility in the 2016-17 fiscal year, only 727 (5%)
had a Dangerous Offender designation.

Myth #2: Most people in custody will
never return to the community
FACT: This is not the case for the vast majority of people
in conflict with the law. In 2016-17 there were 8,463
individuals under supervision in the community, with
64.4% of all federal institutional releases as statutory
releases, 33.4% as day parole, and 2.2% as full parole
(Corrections and Conditional Release Statistical
Overview, 2017). This reality is a strong reason for
communities to prepare returning citizens for society
in supportive ways to foster safer communities. SLSC
continues to promote gradual release opportunities and
seek a reduction to the over-reliance on statutory release.

Myth #4: Community-based
residential facilities (CRFs) reduce
property value in neighbourhoods
FACT: Research has long shown that the presence
of supportive homes, such as halfway houses, social
housing, etc. may actually positively affect property values
(MacNeil and Kappel, 1986). Further research shows
that there is no correlation between property value in
a neighbourhood and the presence or absence of social
and supportive housing within the area (Ekos, 1994).
Additionally, John Howard Society of Alberta conducted
six studies on communities where halfway houses were
opened and found that five of the nine communities
had equal to or higher property values than two years
before the opening of the halfway houses (JHSA, 2001).
Increased supervision, access to programming, and
supportive living can do wonders for those who have
experienced incarceration and for the whole community!

Myth #5: Only people who are
considered dangerous or high-risk are
incarcerated in Canadian prisons
FACT: The 2018 report on Community Supervision
from the Office of the Auditor General found that
Correctional Service of Canada held lower-risk
people with higher reintegration potential longer than
necessary in correctional institutions because of wait
times to access Community-based Residential Facilities.
Further, almost one quarter of people incarcerated in
Canada are over the age of 50, many of whom are elderly
and in need of age-related health supports.

Myth #3: There is not a significant difference to
the cost of incarcerating people in correctional
facilities versus housing them in the community

Myth #6: Community-based Residential
Facilities (i.e. halfway houses) receive
adequate government funding to provide
community supervision and supports

FACT: In the 2016-17 year, operating costs for adult
correctional services in Canada totaled over $4.7 billion
(StatCan, 2018). The difference in cost of keeping an
individual in conflict with the law in custody versus in
the community is drastic. For example, in 2015-16 the
cost of custody for a man in a federal institution was
calculated to be $116,364/year, while the cost to keep
that same person in the community was calculated to
be $31,052/year (Corrections and Conditional Release
Statistical Overview, 2017).

FACT: The 2018 report on Community Supervision
from the Office of the Auditor General found that
Correctional Service of Canada only commits about
6% of its overall spending on community supervision,
when last year almost 40% of all federally sentenced
people were supervised in the community. Despite
this significant disparity, CRFs like those operated
by St. Leonard’s affiliates continue to have excellent
public safety results and outcomes for their clients—
but we know they could do more, with more.
Becca Bouchey is a field placement student at SLSC
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SLSC’s Holiday Campaign:
Build a Vibrant Virtual
St. Leonard’s Community
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Help us to surround the person in
our winter scene with the supports that
we know all people need—especially
those who have been involved with the
justice system.
This campaign supports SLSC’s
mission of promoting a humane

and informed justice policy and
responsible leadership to foster safer
communities. Keep checking for
regular updates as our Vibrant Virtual
Community progresses.
“Purchase” these items for our
virtual community! Your donation
will be colour-coded and displayed in
the following way:
• Healthy Meals: $5
• Clothing: $10
• Activities: $15
• Education and Literacy: $20
• Employment and Job Readiness: $25
• Social Supports: $30
• Safe, Supportive Housing: $40
• Accessible Healthcare: $50
Thank you for your support!

Find our campaign online at:
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/
charities/st-leonards-society-of-canadasociete-st-leonard-du-canada/

COMMUNITY
CORRECTIONS
WORD SCRAMBLE
ATCRIHY
ENBCLOVEENE
MPONSSACIO
HETYAMP
PREES
OTGNRIETIAN

a. CHARITY, BENEVOLENCE,
COMPASSION, EMPATHY,
PEERS, INTEGRATION

This holiday season, St. Leonard’s
Society of Canada is asking for your
help in creating our Vibrant Virtual
St. Leonard’s Community (and in
passing last year’s goal of $1,000 raised!).
Your donation will be displayed on our
winter scene with a symbol representing
different aspects of what we know makes
a community safe, supportive, and
inclusive—i.e. all that SLSC advocates
for on a national level!

ALTERNATIVES
CARE
COUNSELING
FAMILY
HEALING
HEALTH
HOUSING
HUMANE
SAFETY
SERVICES
SUPPORT
TRANSFORMATIVE

OR use this cutoff slip to make a
contribution by
cheque (see over)

Y
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M
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C
W
P
H
E

Registered Charitable Organization#12894 6829 RR0001
Email (optional): _____________________________

Phone (optional): _____________________________

______________________________________

Address: ___________________________________

St. Leonard’s Society of Canada
208 – 211 Bronson Avenue
Ottawa, ON K1R 6H5
Name: ____________________________________

Please sign me up as a member (with my donation of $50 or more).

Please complete this form and return, along with your donation, to:

 YES! I want to be a part of SLSC.



I am enclosing a tax-creditable donation of:

$25

$50
 $100
 Other: $________
Please use my donation to support:
 The Libby Fund
 Wherever it is most needed

YES! I support St. Leonard’s holiday campaign

Fresh Looks at SLSC

SLSC OPEN HOUSE, FRIDAY NOV. 2: SHOWING OFF THE NEW LOOK!
Clockwise from top left: new awards plaques on freshly painted walls and the open house spread; SLSC ED
Anita Desai at her refreshed office; bouquet at open house from Elizabeth White (former ED of SLSC);
Mike Horne (ED, SLS North Vancouver), Kelly Nolan (ED, SLH Trenton) and Catherine Brooke (ED,
SLH Windsor) show off SLSC’s new toques—contact us at the coordinates below to order yours today!

Fresh Faces
SLSC welcomes University of Ottawa placement student Becca Bouchey to the team.
Becca is in her final year of her undergraduate degree in Social Science, majoring in
Criminology and minoring in Communications. She started with SLSC in September and
will be with us until the middle of December as a research and administrative assistant.
Becca has a passion for criminal and social justice and adds a unique perspective to our
work, through a communications lens—indeed, many of the newsletters new features
are thanks to Becca’s input. SLSC is happy to have her with us throughout this fall term.
ABOUT US . . .
St. Leonard’s Society of Canada is a membershipbased, charitable organization dedicated to
community safety. The mission of SLSC is to
promote a humane and informed justice policy and
responsible leadership to foster safe communities.
The SLSC Team:
Executive Director: Anita Desai
Director of Operations: David Whiteley
Research & Administrative Assistant: Danielle Kouri
Placement Student: Becca Bouchey
The opinions expressed in this newsletter are not
necessarily those of the Society or its members.
Submissions, inquiries and comments are
welcomed. Please contact us at:
208 – 211 Bronson Ave., Ottawa ON K1R 6H5
Tel: (613) 233-5170

info@stleonards.ca
www.stleonards.ca
www.facebook.com/SLSCanada
Twitter: @StLeonards_Can
PRIVACY STATEMENT:
St. Leonard’s Society of Canada respects your
privacy. In compliance with the law, SLSC
protects any personal information that we have
for our members and donors. We do not rent,
sell or trade our mailing lists. Any information
we have is used to deliver services and keep
you informed of our activities, programs,
services, special events and opportunities
to volunteer or donate. If at any time you
wish to be removed from our contact listing ,
please contact us at 613-233-5170 or by
e-mail at info@stleonards.ca, and we will
accommodate your request.

